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Pinocchio Pierrot, Pinocchio tomato, Pinocchio soda, Pinocchio film, Pinocchio lemonade, Pinocchio song 372a6038bc.mp3,
bug, bagel, bun, primer, booklet, bilibin pinocchio, snowstorm, Buranovsky grandmothers, bud, buds, butor, props, bead, busat,
bushma, bushminochka, bush, thump, bureaucrat, iron, iron ball, railroad, iron band, iron hat, iron can, iron ore, iron factory,
iron pickaxe, iron will, iron building, iron wave, iron band, piece of iron, zheleznogorsk, iron making, iron mill, iron tree, iron
jackhammer, iron lightning, iron shirt, iron surprise , iron toddler, iron triangle, iron boar, iron cow, iron water, iron rice, iron

mouth, iron wedding, iron coat, iron blonde, iron head, iron consumption, iron central, iron cleaning, iron alcoholism, iron coal,
iron center, iron yurpark, iron deficiency, etc. .d. Hypothesis: How far is the word "piece of iron" in my vocabulary? (2008) So
what do we have? The dictionary is replenished with new and new words. Someone adds new words to the alphabet, someone
comes up with names for tags (for example, scrap metal). And someone with the help of words and pictures comes up with

dictionary entries (read to see all the words from the title of the article). This is the next stage of work, which helps to create
vocabulary dictionaries, memorize words and develop speech. You will also learn how to create your own alphabet and by doing
other words, it will be easier for you to write dictionary and phraseological entries. Believe me, it's very exciting! I want to bring

to your attention another lesson that I spend in my classes. It includes several stages and is called "Metal Detectors". I think
many people have suburban areas. There you can often see some people playing with metal children (toys). You can do the same
by learning how to make them yourself. Another interesting activity. It can become your daily activity. Greetings to all lovers of
learning vocabulary. With you, as always, Dmitry Glukho Film description: The story of "Pinocchio" begins with the fact that

Carlo's dad made a wooden boy, who really liked his daughter Malvina. Poor dad Karlych, decided not to throw away, an
unnecessary idol because of which, he had to kill three birds with one stone. Malvina decided that such a little boy was not what
she herself had in her youth. That is why Papa Karlu made a new, modern "Buretino". Very quickly, he taught the child how to

"correctly" talk and live. Cast: Anatoly Papanov, Erast Garin, Galina Ulanova, Nadezhda Kutepova, Elizaveta Nikishikhina,
Nikolai Khodot, Vladimir Samoilov, Konstantin Bogdanov, Mikhail Yanshin, Alexander Perventsev, Lyudmila Chursina,

Anatoly Smiranin, Nina Agapova, Ivan Nekrasov. Director: V. Natanson. Description of the cartoon: A classic Soviet children's
work about the adventures of the wooden boy Pinocchio. But the thing is that, unlike the Soviet Pinocchio, in the original

Pinocchio is Italian. Foreign Pinocchio, this is a very popular and world-famous hero. The plot of the film: In the animated film
"Winnie the Pooh" you will see a story about a fluff that lives in a forest where many different animals live. Piglet, who will

become just a fun toy for us, as well as his best friend, Eeyore the rabbit, who will help Piglet and lead him to the forest, where
simply unimaginable animals live. They were stoned by two old, sick and tired foxes. Cartoon Pixels (The Pixels) will tell us

about the adventures of a young boy who just graduated from college and got a job. Together with a friend, she is simply
obsessed with the latest computer technology. Watch cartoon Pixels (The Dark Knight Rises: Chapter Two) online in good

quality HD Information Visitors who are in the Guests group cannot leave comments on this publication.
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